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LOUISE NEVELSON

Louise Nevelson has long been recognized as one of America's leading sculptors. For decades she

has regularly received honors and awards, and her work has been the subject of major museum

exhibitions throughout the United States and abroad. Her characteristic assemblages of painted

found wooden elements arranged in stacked wooden boxes or hung upon the wall are well

known, as is her idiosyncratic and theatrical appearance-her layers of false eyelashes, collaged

manner of dress, and penchant for kerchiefs and turbans.

Nevelson first came to prominence in 1958 with the exhibition of her

sculptural walls at the Grand Central Moderns Gallery in New York. She was fifty-eight years old

and had been working seriously as an artist for thirty years. Although she had always had

absolute confidence in her artistic abilities and remained singularly dedicated to her art, she felt

bitter that success had been so long in coming. The three decades preceding her recognition,

however, constituted a period of development, one in which her mature style was slowly given

form. During these years, she absorbed influences from Cubism, Surrealism, and pre-Columbian

art and experimented with a variety of media, among them painting, drawing, and etching, as

well as sculpture in bronze, plaster, marble, and wood.

Louise Nevelson was born in Kiev, Russia, in 1900. Her father, Isaac Berliawsky, immigrated to

America in 1902 and three years later Louise, her mother, brother, and younger sisters joined him

in the coastal town of Rockland, Maine, where he had established a lumberyard and worked as a

contractor. The Berliawskys were among the town's few Jewish families. From her earliest years

in school, Louise excelled in art classes and received encouragement from her teachers. A few

years after her graduation from Rockland High School, she married Charles Nevelson, a shipping

merchant fifteen years her senior. They moved to New York and, during the twenties, she lived the

life of a wealthy New York matron, intermittently taking classes in drawing, painting, drama, and

voice. Her son, Mike, was born in 1922.

In 1929, Louise Nevelson began to attend regular classes at the Art

Students League and continued there through the next year, studying painting with Kenneth

Hayes Miller and drawing with Kimon Nicolaides. In 1931, she left her husband and went to

Munich to study with Hans Hofmann. She took daily drawing classes at Hofmann's school, but

political upheavals in Germany forced Hofmann to close the school six months after her arrival.

Upon returning to New York, Nevelson resumed classes at the Art Students

League, primarily with George Grosz and Hans Hofmann, who was then living in New York. It was

through Hofmann that Nevelson gained a familiarity with Cubism; within a short time, geometric,

planar abstractions began to dominate her paintings.

The following year Nevelson began to study sculpture with Chaim Gross

and soon her small figurative sculptures of polychromed plaster, terra-cotta, and bronze were

seen in several New York galleries. In 1935, she received her first museum showing when one of

her terra-cotta figures was included in the "Young Sculptors" exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum.



For the next four years, she taught art to children and adolescents and also worked as a painter

and sculptor under the Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.). Her sculptures at this time took

the form of painted plaster figures, each plane painted a different primary color for articulation.

Nevelson began a seven-year affiliation with the Nierendorf Gallery in 1941

with her first one-artist exhibition, which included paintings and sculptures, most of them

executed under the W.P.A. At her second exhibition the following year, she showed figurative

plaster and tattistone sculptures which were cubic in form and painted white or a uniform dark

color. But all of these were relatively conservative works when compared to the sculptures she

exhibited in 1943 around the theme "The Circus: The Clown Is the Center of His World]' at the

Norlyst Gallery in New York. "The Circus" exhibition consisted of circus animals and other figures

made of found pieces of wood-furniture parts as well as crude wooden scraps. Some of the

sculptures were on wheels or had movable parts and a few contained multicolored electric lights.

Playful and imaginatively conceived, the works betrayed the influence of Surrealism as well as

that of Alexander Calder's Circus. They were not, however, taken very seriously by critics as art

and Nevelson destroyed them after the exhibition.

Nevelson's 1944 show at Nierendorf, "Sculpture Montages," may have been

a response to the critics. Unlike the rough-hewn quality of much of the wood in "The Circus,"

these abstract wood constructions featured finely smoothed and sanded pieces subtly joined with

dowels and recessed nails. Included among the found objects were a wooden duck decoy, a

hatter's block, a chair rail, and a tenpin. In most of the sculptures, the elements were distributed

along a horizontal plane in a manner reminiscent of the Surrealist dreamscapes of Ernst,

Giacometti, and others.

Surrealism was a prominent presence in New York in the early 1940s, many

of its major exponents having come to New York as refugees from the war in Europe. Nevelson

attended their exhibitions and came into contact with them through her friendship with Frederick

Keisler, the designer of Peggy Guggenheim's Art of This Century Gallery, which opened in 1942

and became a center for Surrealist activity. The Surrealists sought inspiration in the unconscious

and valued the found object, with its attendant associations. Their creation of abstract surrogates

for the human figure and devotion to fantastic landscapes had a profound and lasting effect on

Nevelson and her art.

The "Sculptural Montages" exhibition, like "The Circus!' contained many

innovative and audacious elements which looked ahead to Nevelson's later art. (In fact, some of

the wooden forms incorporated into the "sculptural montages" were reused in sculptures of the

middle 1950s.) Although a few works were singled out by critics for praise, the show was not

warmly received. Extremely sensitive to negative criticism, Nevelson stopped working with found

wooden objects and returned to more traditional materials.

During the next decade, Nevelson produced sculptures in clay, plaster,

bronze, and marble. She occasionally exhibited them in group shows, but between 1946 and 1955



did not have a one-artist exhibition. The later 1940s were also difficult years for Nevelson on a

personal level. She was in poor health; both her parents had recently died and in 1947 Karl

Nierendorf, her dealer and spiritual father, also died.

In 1950, Nevelson traveled to Mexico City, visiting archaeological museums

and the principal Mayan ruins. The following year found her in Central America, at archaeological

sites on the Yucatan peninsula and in Quirigua, a small ceremonial center in Guatemala. The

stelae, altars, and architectural sculptures she saw during these travels had lasting impact on her

art. "Yucatan was a world of forms that at once I felt was mine, a world where East and West

met, a world of geometry and magic" Nevelson was by no means alone in her admiration of pre-

Columbian art. The Surrealists and artists of the New York School shared her fascination with the

formal structures and evocative powers of this ancient art.

The artistic results of Nevelson's two trips can be seen in the dark,

megalithic quality of the sculptures she exhibited in "Ancient Games, Ancient Places;' held at the

Grand Central Moderns Gallery in 1955. The show consisted of two distinct bodies of sculpture:

terra-cottas with moving and interchangeable parts (the Moving-Static-Moving Figures) and

tabletop scale assemblages of found wooden elements (among them, Black Majesty), her first

wooden sculptures since 1944. She also included a group of etchings, a medium she had begun to

study in 1947 with the English artist Stanley William Hayter. In 1953, after Hayter went back to

Europe, Nevelson returned to the workshop and during the next two years completed a series of

etchings-thirty in all-whose titles suggest memories of her recent travels: In the Far Away Land,

In the Stillness of the Jungle, and Stone Figures That Walk in the Night. The etchings were

exhibited under the title "Moonscapes" in 1954.

Two years later, another theme exhibition, "The Royal Voyage (of the King

and Queen of the Sea)," opened at Grand Central Moderns. Most of the works were black-painted

wood assemblages which either rested on bases or were freestanding, as were those in "The

Forest!' which opened in 1957. Nevelson emerged with her mature style in her first environmental

exhibition, "Moon Garden + One" in 1958. Some walls of the gallery were completely covered

with stacked black boxes filled with found wood relief groupings-Nevelson's characteristic "black

walls"-while others were partially lined with groups of long, narrow boxes, some with hinged

doors. A few black wooden assemblages stood in the center of the room. The gallery was dimly lit

by a few blue lights and had a mysterious and intensely theatrical feel, the viewers finding

themselves in the middle of a dark jungle of large, black, unfathomable sculptural forms. The

exhibition met with an enthusiastic reception from critics and drew the attention of a number of

prominent collectors.

It has been said that Nevelson first made a sculpture in a wooden box after

having received a crate of liquor as a gift; another story says that she found one on the street and

took it home, a found object like any other. In either case, Nevelson took the box form,

constructed a relief in it, and found that the ready framing device offered by the sides of the box



pleased her. She made a few more box sculptures and, to get them out of the way, stacked them

against the studio wall. She liked the effect and her sculpture walls were born. Inspiration for

Nevelson's walls can also be found in the architectural sculpture she saw at pre-Columbian sites,

in Frederick Kiesler's stage sets and gallery design, in the New York City skyline, and in a range of

personal factors. It has been pointed out that Nevelson first began to make wall sculptures at the

time she was forced to seek a new home, as the house she had been living in for many years was

being razed to make room for a housing project. The wall sculptures suggest images of shelter

and enclosure-large in scale, with an embracing quality, their boxed compartments refer to

doors, cabinets, and secret places in which objects have been collected and squirreled away. The

walls symbolize a private world in which the artist is in complete control.

It should also be remembered that Nevelson's father was a builder and an

owner of lumberyards, so that her attraction to wood and penchant for construction has an early,

almost inbred source. She has said, "Different people have different memories. Some have

memories for words, some for action-mine happens to be for form. Basically, my memory is for

wood, which gives a certain kind of form. . . . Wood was something that I could communicate with

almost spontaneously and get what I was looking for. For me, I think it's the textures and the

livingness. . . . And maybe there's something about wood that is closer to the feminine, too!'

Nevelson's painted, massive wooden walls stood in great contrast to the

kind of sculpture that prevailed in New York in the early and mid-fifties-sculpture that was metal,

open in its form, and welded. Metal was considered the avant-garde sculptural material, in part

because fastening metal parts together with a blow torch seemed to allow for a spontaneity of

expression equivalent to that found in the work of the Abstract Expressionist painters. A few

critics, however, noticed that Nevelson's black walls also invited comparison with the work of the

painters of the New York School. Their monumental scale, embracing visual dominance, and all-

over fields of activity could be likened to the Abstract Expressionist canvases of Jackson Pollock

or the Color Field paintings of Barnett Newman and Mark Rothko. And, like these artists,

Nevelson used color-or, in Nevelson's case, non-color-for emotional and symbolic effect.

The emergence of Nevelson's wooden boxes filled with found objects in the

late 1950s coincided with a veritable explosion of assemblage on the New York scene. With the

recognition of the art form of assembled found objects, Nevelson's career took off. In 1959, the

Martha Jackson Gallery, New York, showed "Sky Columns Presence," an exhibition of black,

wooden relief columns lining the gallery walls. That same year, Dorothy Miller, curator at the

Museum of Modern Art, invited Nevelson, who at age sixty had not yet had a major museum

showing, to be in "Sixteen Americans," one of a series of exhibitions devoted to newcomers on

the American scene. Nevelson created her first white environment, the radiant Dawn's Wedding

Feast, for this exhibition and it was enthusiastically acclaimed. Two years later, in the Museum of

Modern Art's landmark exhibition "The Art of Assemblage" Nevelson's work took a prominent

place. Having been a productive and exhibiting artist for thirty years, she had finally "arrived!'



In 1960, Nevelson introduced gold into her palette. "The Royal Tides"

environment at the Martha Jackson Gallery the following year consisted of golden walls and

circular and semicircular disks hanging from the ceiling. To this day, black, white, and gold remain

the only colors she ever uses in her sculptures.

In the middle 1960s, Nevelson began to incorporate glass and then mirror

into her black walls, betraying a new interest in light and reflections. Her desire to move away

from the solidity and massiveness of the wooden walls soon led her to work with a new

material-black-enameled aluminum. The aluminum sculptures shared the modular structures of

the wooden walls, but their boxes were open to the space behind, establishing a play of solid and

void. Moreover, rather than being filled with the eccentric forms of found objects, the aluminum

boxes contained abstract geometric forms-cylinders, cones, squares, circles, and arcs. Nevelson

also fabricated a series of geometric compositions in plexiglass. Although similar in form to the

aluminum works, they are small in scale and totally transparent-skeletal structures filled with

reflections and light. Nevelson's move to new industrial materials, to factory fabricated sculpture,

and to an emphasis on geometric and modular form in the 1960s may be seen as her response to

the Minimalist aesthetic which dominated the art of that decade.

Nevelson began to receive commissions for architectural and public

sculpture in 1969. For a few years, most of these works took the form of open scaffoldings filled

with geometric shapes in the manner of the aluminum pieces of the middle 1960s. But around

1975, Nevelson abandoned the box structure of her outdoor sculpture and began to weld together

discarded metal scraps, producing sculptures reminiscent of much of the welded steel sculpture

of the 1950s, but on a monumental scale. These sculptures are open in form and organic in

feeling, suggesting plant and human forms. Sculpture of this type was permanently installed in

1978 in Louise Nevelson Plaza (formerly Legion Memorial Plaza) in Lower Manhattan. Through the

years, Nevelson has also received commissions for indoor public sculptures, many of these from

government offices and religious organizations which recognized the commemorative and

eulogistic qualities of her work in wood. In 1977, for example, she designed a white sculptural

interior for St. Peter's Church, New York; and in this case the commission also included the design

of the clerical vestments.

Since 1963, when she received a Ford Foundation grant to work at Tamarind

Lithography Workshop in Los Angeles, Nevelson has also been extremely prolific in the print

medium. Her imagery has ranged from Surrealist-like organic abstractions to crisp Constructivist-

inspired designs. In the middle 1970s, Nevelson began to make what are perhaps her most

striking and original multiples—the cast paper relief prints which brilliantly translate her

sculptural aesthetic into the print medium. She began with wood maquettes, from which the

printer made a rubber mold, pressed wet paper pulp into it, and left it to dry. The resulting

multiples are extremely sculptural, their embossed surfaces simulating the projections and

recesses of Nevelson's wooden walls.



Today, at the age of eighty-six, Nevelson is as prolific as ever. During the

past year, she exhibited a large series of collage constructions and a new body of black-painted

wood reliefs. Despite the fact that she has employed other colors and materials through the

course of her long career, black wood assemblages, with their attendant mystery and emotive

power, have remained the most enduring presences in her art.

Reflecting on her life as an artist, Nevelson recently said, "Some people are

here on earth and never knew what they wanted. I call them unfinished business. I had a blueprint

all my life from childhood and I knew exactly what I demanded of this world. Now, some people

may not demand of life as much as I did. But I wanted one thing that I thought belonged to me. I

wanted the whole show. For me, that is living"

The Whitney Museum of American Art has had a long and close association with Louise

Nevelson. In 1956, it was the first museum to acquire one of her works for its Permanent

Collection (Black Majesty, 1955). In addition, the Museum organized her first major museum

retrospective in 1967, and held a second exhibition in 1970 of sculpture, prints, early drawings,

and paintings given to the Museum as gifts from the artist or through the generosity of the

Howard and Jean Lipman Foundation. In 1980, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the

founding of the Whitney Museum and Nevelson's eightieth birthday, "Atmospheres and

Environments" an exhibition of five room-scale installations by Nevelson, opened at the Museum.

Today, the Whitney Museum owns over forty Nevelson works, a collection that pleases the artist

as much as it does the Museum: "One of the great joys is to know that the Whitney Museum has

so much of my work. And I intend to give them more. I love that Museum. First, it is truly the

American Museum. Secondly, I came in on the ground floor, literally. When the building of the

new Whitney was completed in 1967, 1 had the first retrospective of my work there, so naturally

that was very important to me"
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SELECTED WORKS

Untitled, 1928

In 1969, Louise Nevelson presented a group of twenty-one early figure

drawings to the Whitney Museum as a gift. Executed between 1928 and

1934, these drawings constitute a unique group in her oeuvre. Unlike her

other drawings, they are neither abstract nor collaged, but line studies

of the seated or standing female nude.

This untitled sheet, executed at the very beginning of

Nevelson's career, is the only crayon drawing in the group. Three

elongated female nudes with undulating contours appear in the fore-

ground. An outline drawing of a monumental woman's head, probably a

self-portrait, peers out from behind. The concentric circles of the

woman's eyes echo the articulation of the breasts of the nudes, and the

flow of her hair parallels the lines of their bodies. The drawing appears

to be Nevelson's meditation on herself as an artist and a woman, as

well as on the form of the female nude. With the trunks of their bodies

like trees and their arms like branches, the three headless figures look

forward to Nevelson's totemic wooden columns of the late 1950s.

Cube Plus One, 1946

Painting played an important part in Nevelson's early career. In Cube

Plus One, one of two paintings given by the artist to the Whitney

Museum, the geometric emphasis and planar structure betray the

familiarity with Cubism Nevelson gained through her study with Hans

Hofmann: "So Hofmann taught Cubism: the push and pull. Positive and

negative. Cubism gives you a block of space for light. A block of space

for shadow. Light and shade are in the universe, but I felt the cube

transcends and translates nature into a structure. The Cubist movement

was one of the greatest awarenesses that the human mind has ever

come to"

The surface of Cube Plus One is heavily textured, with paint

thickly applied in some areas and scraped away in others. The

composition, while abstract, hints at two figures, a larger one to the

right, a smaller to the left. The disks superimposed upon these figures

suggest breasts, while the rounded form above connotes the sun or

moon. In its geometry, frontality, and tactility, and in its intimations of

male and female forms and heavenly spheres, this painting looks ahead

to Nevelson's later work.



Moving-Static-Moving Figure, c. 1945

This figure is one of the fourteen terra-cotta sculptures in the group

known as the Moving-Static-Moving Figures or Game Figures, owned by

the Whitney Museum. It is painted black and consists of blocky forms

suggestive of a head with a pigtail, a torso, and legs mounted on a

dowel. The cubelike masses can be rotated on their axes to achieve

changing relationships and even be interchanged from one Moving-

Static-Moving Figure to another for greater variety. The surface of the

sculpture is craggy and pitted and has been incised with linear patterns

reminiscent of those found in the paintings and drawings of Paul Klee.

The lines describe the woman's face and serve elsewhere as abstract

surface decoration.

The Ancient Garden, 1953-55

The etchings Nevelson made at the Atelier 17 in New York from 1953 to

1955 were extremely innovative and bold, especially since they were her

first efforts in the print medium. She worked on large plates, used

enormous amounts of ink, and employed a variety of lavish fabrics and

crude tools, such as can openers, to work the plates.

The prints recall Nevelson's visits to pre-Columbian ruins in

Mexico and Central America. In The Ancient Garden, two crowned

figures are highlighted against a blackened space in a manner which

suggests light raking across the surface of a carved relief with the

recessed areas sunk in shadows. The aqueous quality of the print and

the etched lines that meander about its surface connote the moist air

and trailing vegetation which surround the ancient sites.
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Black Majesty, 1955

The pre-Columbian palaces and temples of Central America led

Nevelson to explore the theme of royalty. One section of her 1955

exhibition "Ancient Games, Ancient Places" consisted of five related

works in wood accompanied by a poem she wrote that made reference

to heavenly bodies, marriage, and royalty. The central figure, Bride of the

Black Moon, was a carved, primitivizing female nude wearing a black

crown and a cloth veil. Four black wooden sculptures surrounding the

bride, Black Majesty, Forgotten City, Night Scapes, and Cloud City,

represented the four continents visited on her travels.

The continents were made up of scrap wood, pieces of

furniture, hat forms, and other found wooden elements aligned along a

horizontal plane. While they all carried allusions to landscape,

Black Majesty, the largest and most imposing, was also anthropo-

morphic, its vertical elements suggesting animal forms and personnages

in the tradition of the Surrealist dreamscape.

Young Shadows, 1959-60

Since the late 1950s, when she first began to make all-black sculptures

of stacked boxes filled with found wooden fragments, Nevelson has

referred to herself as an "architect of shadows!' In fact, the black walls

often suggest the dense, towering presence of urban architecture.

Each of the shallow compartments that make up Young

Shadows is unique and independent, yet rhythmically related to the

others by the multiplication of similar elements across the surface of the

work and by the enveloping coat of black paint. The quasi-geometric

shards which fill the boxes were neither carved nor filed but used as

found and set in place in the additive manner of Cubist collage. The

individual boxes are not nailed together but joined through the weight of

gravity, the boxes diminishing in weight and size as they climb toward

the top.

11



Dawn's Wedding Chapel II, 1959*

Having been an "architect of shadow!' Nevelson decided to become an

"architect of light" In 1959 she exhibited the white environment Dawn's

Wedding Feast at the Museum of Modern Art. Despite her hope that the

installation would be preserved intact, at the close of the exhibition it

was divided into sections which were either sold or reused by the artist

in later sculptures. Dawn's Wedding Chapel II is made up of parts

reassembled from the sixteen-foot-long white wall featured in Dawn's

Wedding Feast.

To the right of the wall were two platforms forming an L

against the back and side walls. Groups of tall, thin, wood-encrusted

columns stood on these platforms, while a few smaller columns were

suspended from the ceiling above. The vertically of the standing

columns carried both architectural and anthropomorphic allusions—to

the supporting columns of the chapel and the people in attendance. The

hanging columns seemed to refer to lighting fixtures. On a platform in

the center of the room stood two large columns-the bride and groom.

Royal Tide II, 1961 63

Nevelson began to create gold-painted wood sculptures in 1960. "I think

why gold came after black and white is natural. I was going back to the

elements. Shadow, light, the sun, the moon. It's like the sun, it's like the

moon-gold"

In Royal Tide II, Nevelson incorporated discarded and broken

shards-pieces of scrap wood, carved furniture elements, decorative

moldings, barrel staves, oval picture frames, and toilet seats-into an

elegantly composed wall of boxes made resplendent through its uniform

surface of gold. The humble or lowly objects function abstractly within

the context of the piece so that their original identities are subsumed.

While the overall gold coloration of Royal Tide reinforces the notion of

royalty, the recurring circular rhythms seem appropriate as a reference

to the moon and its effect on the flow of tides.

'Dawn's Wedding Chapel II. 1959

Painted wood. Il57/sx 83'/2x IOV2 inches

Purchase, with funds from the Howard and Jean Lipman Foundation. Inc. 70

1

(On exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York)
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Transparent Sculpture VI, 1967-68

From 1966 to 1968, Nevelson created a series of plexiglass sculpture

multiples in a St. Louis workshop. As she herself describes the evolution

of these works, "I have given shadows a form and I give reflection a

form. I used glass for reflections, then I used mirrors. Then Plexiglas.

There you have a transparent material which gives us the ultimate light!'

While Nevelson's sculpture is generally thought of as dark and solid,

issues of transparency and reflection became important to her work in

the 1960s. Her plexiglass sculptures make clear that what underlies her

art is not massiveness or physical presence but structure.

Transparent Sculpture VI offers a stepped, symmetrical

configuration of boxes, frontally aligned, each with different internal

articulations. The tiny chrome-plated screws that hold the work together

catch the light and further animate the piece. This geometric and totally

abstract sculpture, assembled by others according to Nevelson's designs,

reflects the preferred Minimalist aesthetic of the 1960s—the demand for

a cool, impersonal art fabricated with new, industrial materials.

Night-Focus-Dawn, 1969

Despite Nevelson's explorations in white, gold, and plexiglass, black

remains her primary color. What has changed over the years is the

structure of her sculptures, as a comparison between Night-Focus-Dawn

and the earlier Young Shadows reveals. The shallow depth of the relief

in Young Shadows has given way to a stronger sense of volume, the

recesses being so deep in Night-Focus-Dawn that each compartment

contains a large closed box form. Whereas each of the boxes in Young

Shadows differs in size and internal definition, those in Night-Focus-

Dawn are set in a grid format according to a modular structure.

Each box in Night-Focus-Dawn encloses the same set of

elements: elongated pointed shapes which overlap the closed box form;

flat circular forms along an interior wall; and a triangular element with a

curved side which fronts the box and provides the whole with graceful,

flowing rhythms. Subtle modulations in the form and placement of the

elements within each box create visual interest, while the upside-down

orientation of some of the boxes animates the whole. The overall sense

of variations on a theme accords with Nevelson's analysis of the work:

"I use action and counteraction, like in music, all the time!'

im/
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WORKS IN THE EXHIBITION

Dimensions are in inches, height precedes width precedes depth

Unless otherwise indicated, all works are in the Permanent Collection

of the Whitney Museum of American Art.

Sculpture

Moving-Static-Moving Figure, c. 1945

Terra-cotta, 28 x 14/> x 10/>

Gift of the artist 69.159.1

Moving-Static-Moving Figure, c. 1945

Terra-cotta, 23 3
/i x 15 x 10

Gift of the artist 69.159.2

Moving-Static-Moving Figure, c. 1945

Terra-cotta, 29 x 10 x 10

Gift of the artist 69.159.5

Bride of the Sea, cAMS
Tattistone, 28/e x 8/2 x 5

Gift of the artist 69.159.4

Black Majesty, 1955

Painted wood, 27 7
/e x 32 x 9/2

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mildwoff through

the Federation of Modern Painters and

Sculptors, Inc. 56.11

Dawn's Wedding Feast Columns, 1959

Painted wood; 2 columns, 94/s x 18 x 18 and 94 3
/s x 11 x 11

Lent by The Menil Foundation, Houston

Hanging Columns (from Dawn's Wedding Feast), 1959

Painted wood; 2 columns, 72 x 65
/s and 72 x 10/8

Lent by The Museum of Modern Art, New York;

Blanchette Rockefeller Fund, 1960

Young Shadows, 1959-60

Painted wood, 115 x 126 x 7%
Purchase, with funds from the Friends of the Whitney

Museum of American Art and Charles Simon 62.34

Illumination-Dark, 1961

Bronze, 125 x 108'/2 x 5

Gift of the artist, dedicated to the Whitney Museum of

American Art 69.160

Royal Tide II, 1961-63

Painted wood, 94/z x 126/2 x 8

Gift of the artist 69.161

Golden Gate, 1961-70

Painted wood, 96 x 64/2 x 12

Lent by Carol and Arthur Goldberg

Rain Forest Column VII, 1962-64

Painted wood, 111 x 14/s x 14/8 (including base)

Gift of the artist 69.216

Rain Forest Column III, 1967

Painted wood, 11 3/2 x 10 x 10 (including base)

Gift of the artist 69158

Rain Forest Column VI, 1967

Painted wood, 130/2 x 10 x 10 (including base)

Gift of the artist 69.215

Transparent Sculpture VI, 1967-68

Plexiglass, 19x20x8
Purchase, with funds from the Howard and

Jean Lipman Foundation, Inc. 68.48

BlackZagO, 1968

Painted wood, 41 x 41% x 7

Gift of The Pace Gallery 70.1576

Large Cryptic II, 1969

Painted wood, 14 x 14 x 11/s

Gift of The Pace Gallery 701577

Night-Focus-Dawn, 1969

Painted wood, 102x117x14

Purchase, with funds from Howard and

Jean Lipman 69.73

Moon Gardenscape No. XIV, 1969-77

Painted wood, 69 x 94 x 6

Purchase, with funds from the American Art

Foundation and the Howard and Jean Lipman

Foundation, Inc. 78.3

End ofDay III, 1972

Painted wood, 32/s x I6/2 x 7/2

Promised gift of Lily Auchincloss P.4.75

/// from the Volcanic Magic Series, 1985

Wood, paper, and metal collage, 40 x 32 x 4

Lent by the Claude Bernard Gallery, New York

XL from the Volcanic Magic Series, 1985

Wood, paper, and metal collage, 40 x 32 x Wi

Lent by the Claude Bernard Gallery, New York
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Paintings

Cube Plus One, 1946

Oil on canvas, 40 x 34

Gift of the artist 69.163

Self-Portrait, 1946

Oil on canvas, 42/2 x 30

Gift of the artist 69.162

Drawings

Untitled, 1928

Crayon on paper, 17% x 13%

Gift of the artist 69.220

Untitled, 1930

Pencil on paper, 12 x 17%

Gift of the artist 69.239

Untitled, 1932

Ink on paper, 10% x 7%
Gift of the artist 69.229

Untitled, 1932

Ink on paper, \VA x 9

Gift of the artist 69.230

Untitled, 1932

Pencil on paper, 13/4 x 14

Gift of the artist 69.236

For Dance Design, 1937

Pencil on paper, 9/ x 17/

Gift of the artist 69.232

Prints

The Ancient Garden, 1953-55

Etching: image, 14 7
/s x 17%

Gift of the artist 69.243

Circus Wagon, 1953-55

Etching: image, 14 7
/s x 17%

Gift of the artist 69.223

The Face in the Moon, 1953-55

Etching: image, 17% x 21/

Gift of the artist 69.247

Girl, 1953-55

Etching: image, 20% x 14

Gift of the artist 69.241

Majesty, 1953-55

Etching: image, 21% x 18

Gift of the artist 69.244

Portrait, 1953-55

Etching: image, 19%x16

Gift of the artist 69.242

Untitled, 1963

Lithograph: sheet and image, 24% x 35

Gift of the artist 69.251

Untitled, 1963

Lithograph: sheet, 33% x 23/; image, 32 x 22

Gift of the artist 69.253

Untitled, 1967

Lithograph: sheet and image, 36 x 24

Gift of the artist 69.252

Night Tree, 1968

Etching: image, 11% x 5
7
/s

Gift of the artist 69.245

Night Tree One, 1968

Etching: image, 7/ x 10/

Gift of the artist 69.246

ThruA-Z+, 1970

Lithograph: image, 25/ x 20

Gift of the artist 69.249

Nightscape, 1975

Cast-paper relief print: sheet and image, 27 x 31

Lent by Pace Editions Inc., New York

Celebration 4, 1979

Etching with aquatint: sheet, 43% x 31/; image,

38/ x 27

Lent by Pace Editions Inc., New York

Night Star, 1981

Cast-paper relief print: sheet and image,

32/ x 36

Lent by Pace Editions Inc., New York
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